# PBS KIDS Learning Goals

## Social & Emotional Learning
- **Alma’s Way**: K-2, Social & Emotional Learning, Executive Function
- **Arthur**: K-2, Social & Emotional Learning
- **Clifford the Big Red Dog**: PK-K, Social & Emotional Learning, Literacy
- **Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood**: PK-K, Social & Emotional Learning, Executive Function
- **Donkey Hodie**: PK-K, Social & Emotional Learning, Executive Function
- **Jelly, Ben & Pogo**: PK-K, Social & Emotional Learning, The Arts
- **Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood**: PK-K, Social & Emotional Learning
- **Sesame Street**: PK-K, Literacy, Math, Social & Emotional Learning
- **Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum**: K-2, Social & Emotional Learning

## Literacy
- **Martha Speaks**: K-2, Literacy
- **Molly of Denali**: K-2, Literacy
- **Super WHY!**: PK-K, Literacy
- **WordGirl**: K-2, Literacy
- **WordWorld**: K-2, Literacy
- **Awesome Info Kids**: K-2, Literacy

## Social Studies, The Arts & More
- **Let’s Go Luna!**: K-2, Social Studies
- **Pinkalicious & Peterrific**: PK-1, The Arts
- **Awesome Alaskan Kids**: K-2, Social Studies
- **Oh Noah!**: K-2, Spanish, Social Studies
- **Scribbles and Ink**: K-2, The Arts

## STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Math)

### Curious George
- **PK-K**, Math, Science & Engineering

### Cyberchase
- **1-2**, Math & Science

### Dinosaur Train
- **PK-K**, Science

### Elinor Wonders Why
- **PK-K**, Science & Engineering

### Hero Elementary
- **K-2**, Science & Engineering

### Nature Cat
- **K-2**, Science

### Odd Squad
- **K-2**, Math

### Ready Jet Go!
- **K-2**, Science & Engineering

### SciGirls
- **1-2**, Science & Engineering

### Sid the Science Kid
- **PK-K**, Science

### Splash and Bubbles
- **PK-K**, Science

### The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That!
- **PK-K**, Science & Engineering

### Through the Woods
- **PK-K**, Science

### Wild Kratts
- **K-2**, Science

### Design Squad Global
- **1-2**, Science & Engineering

### Mega Wow
- **K-2**, Science & Engineering

### Odd Tube
- **K-2**, Math

### Team Hamster
- **K-2**, Science & Engineering

### The Ruff Ruffman Show
- **K-2**, Science & Engineering